Innovation in Cleaning Technology

SERVOLIFT manufactured Chamber Washing Systems for IBCs (bins) and Drums. Custom made to your exact requirements for both washing, drying and cooling.
The Advantage: 
Proven Designs - Fully Customized - Unmatched Experience

Chamber Washer Profile

The most advanced washing systems available on the market today, manufactured by Servolift.

Specifically designed for the validated cleaning and drying of containers in pharmaceutical validated processes.

Each Servolift system is custom built per the application requirements, such as installation layout, container sizes and process parameters.

System Features

- Cleaning and Drying system with 99 programmable recipes
- Validatable washing and drying with CIP of entire chamber.
- Combined washing drying in one chamber or separated into two chambers for high throughput.
- For all container and accessory types: Drums, Bins, Pallets, Valves, Lids and Valves.
- Pass through (clean side / dirty side) or one sided entry.
- Fully automatic controls with analog recording of all process parameters.
- Automatic loading and handling systems such as accumulating sanitary roller conveyor for Bins.
- Water Saving System without circulating water - automatic CIP and detergent dosing.